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Alberta's social Iicense has
changed somewhat. The
provincels climate plan has
had an influence on social
discourse. Alberta is far less
vilified than it used to be, but
there is still opposition to
tar-sands orpansion.

Steven Guilbeault
Equiterre co-founder

approved and built, although her
office_has said two new pipEhnes
would be better.

"Albertais the world's most pro_
gressive gil producer," Ms. Notiey
said ot Thursday morning in a '
spee$ to her province's mayors
that deviated considerably fiom
her prepared text. ,,Buildiirg pipe-
lines is not at odds with protec-
ting the environment ...1'm
asking you to talk to the federal
government, and to your munici_
pal col,teagues in other proyinces,
so the logic of our position comes
across loud and clear."
Notley, Page 3
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Notley: Alberta needs fast-growing economy
to afford higher carbon tax, Premier says

\\ The request came only days
fl ane, Prime Minister lustiri
Trudeau anqounced plans for a
national carbon price that would
push beyond Alberta's tax of $3o
d tonne and reach $5o by zozz.
That's too high, according to Ms.
Notley, who has told the Prime
Minister she will not support his
clirnate plan unless he approves
a new pipeline for Alberta's oil.

Ms. Notley has said Alberta
needs a fast-growing economy
with a healthy oil sector to afford
the higher carbon tax.

The federal cabinet is expected
to pass judgment on Kinder Mor-
gan's proposed Trans Mountain
pipeline expansion before Christ-
mas. That proposal would nearly
triple the capacity of an existing
pipeline linking Edmonton with
B.C.'s Lower Mainland.

Ms. Notley's ultimatum is a
change of tactics for the Premier.
For most of the past year, she
said that support for a pipeline
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If these'things are going to be
built, we need to be
convinced that they're
essential and not a pipe
dream.

Tim Gray
Environmental Defence

'executive director

would require the "social
licence" created by her climate
plan. The term, first used by oil
and gas companies, has been
adopted by politicians and activ-
ists on energy projects.

Mr. Guilbeault is among a
handful of green leaders who
stood on the stage and applaud-
ed last November when Ms. Not-
ley announced her climate plan.
While he says he has reserva-
tions about the scheme, especial-
ly a cap on the size of the oil
sands that he considers too high,
he supports Ms. Notley. However,
he does not support new pipe-
lines.

Tim Gray, the executive direc-
tor of Environmental Defence,
also supports a price on carbon
in Alberta. His group applauded
Ms. Notley nearly a year ago. He
also does not support new pipe-
lines.

Alberta is exporting all the oil
it wants to export, he told The

Globe, questioning why new
pipelines are necessary. "If these
things are going to,be built, we
need to be convinced that theY're
essential and not a pipe dream."

Both men also approved of Mr.
Trudeau's plan for a carbon tax
that would pus[ provincial lead-
ers to go further than most
would do on their own. While
some premiers such as Saskatch-
ewan's Brad Wall have rejected a
carbon tax, B.C. Premier Christy
Clark has.frozen her province's
carbon tax until neighbouring
jurisdictions catch up. A tax set
in Ottawa would end fears in
some provinces that their neigh-
bours might undercut their car-
bon price or set none at all.

"We've seen the consequences
of a carbbn tax that doesn't esca-
late in B.C., where emissions
reductions have not only
stopped but even gone in the
other direction," Mr. Gray said.
"This is clearly needed."


